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Abstract
The “Reminiscing View” is a visualization system
for browsing hierarchically organized photo and
video-clip collections. The current Reminiscing View
prototype supports browsing of hierarchical temporal
event clusters. Users simply upload their pictures and
video clips to a server and their collection is
automatically clustered into hierarchical temporal
events. They can then browse events in a
chronologically ordered spiral or grid view and
explore details of each event. They can also filter the
displayed media by date, text-based search, and
sharing group. The addition of a remote control
interface to the system allows users to browse their
collection in a “lean back” setting such as a living
room environment. This paper describes the system
and interface of the Reminiscing View. It also presents
results and implications of a user study conducted on
an earlier version of the system.

1.

Introduction

Smaller cameras, inexpensive memory, and larger
memory cards all contribute to consumers’
increasingly large photo and video-clip collections. As
users’ collections increase in size, it can become
increasingly more difficult and frustrating for them to
organize, browse, and experience their collections.
Most
commercial
or
research-based
photo
organization software for consumers that incorporate
some form of automatic clustering tend to focus on the
task of finding a specific photo or cluster of photos
(e.g., [7, 10]). Less attention has been paid to overall
patterns of capture over time, or to presenting a
collection in a manner that is more conducive to
reminiscing or sharing. The goal of this work is to
explore this type of consumer browsing⎯to design
and develop a system to investigate the use of
automatic photo organization and visualization for
reminiscing and sharing.
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Previous research in consumer-based digital photo
organization indicates that users naturally think about
their photo collection in terms of capture date and
event [12]. Other research in visualizing email
histories indicates how visual salience of recurring
words plotted over time can inspire reflecting and
remembering [16]. Our system combines the
familiarity of events and temporal ordering with
different forms of visual salience and filtering to
introduce a sense of serendipity to users and enable
users to easily review older photos and events.
In this paper, we describe the Reminiscing View,
an interactive visualization system for browsing and
filtering consumer-based photo and video-clip
collections by hierarchical events. We also discuss
results and implications of a user study where
participants used the system to browse their own photo
and video-clip collections. Finally, we conclude with a
summary and discussion of future work.

2. System overview
Many information visualization systems typically
provide a high-level visual overview of data along
with details-on-demand. A key goal of the design of
the Reminiscing View is to provide an intuitive and
efficient layout for event-based browsing that also
incorporates key features for image browsers
identified through previous research (e.g., [13, 12]).
An annotated sample screen shot of the current
Reminiscing View prototype is presented in Figure 1.
The Reminiscing View is a Windows®-based desktop
client application. Before using the Reminiscing View,
users must first upload their pictures and video clips to
a centralized Kodak server. The server automatically
indexes the user’s collection into hierarchical event
clusters (see Section 3). The server also (1)
automatically labels events with American-based
holidays, where appropriate, and (2) automatically
tags individual images based on overall scene content
(e.g., tags such as indoor, outdoor, water).

Figure 1: Annotated sample screen shot of Reminiscing View prototype.
Once users’ collections have been indexed, they
can then use the system to interactively browse their
collection by hierarchical event level. Events are
displayed in a chronologically ordered spiral or grid
view (see Section 4). When users click on an event, all
descendant media of that event are displayed in a
details area (see Figure 1, feature H). That is, users can
access all descendant media of any event, independent
of the level of the hierarchy of the given event node.
Findability is enhanced through filters for retrieving
events by date, text-based search, and sharing group.
The Reminiscing View is a .Net 3.0 C# desktop
application, using CsGL (C# version of OpenGL) [6]
to implement the visualization area. Using OpenGL®
to leverage graphics hardware, thousands of event
thumbnails can be displayed as textures in a single
screen, and all interactions (e.g., zoom in/out, drag and
move, animation) can be smoothly executed, without
any screen flicker. All images and metadata are stored
on the server and server APIs are used to implement
the connection between client and server.

3. Hierarchical event clustering
The images and video clips that are uploaded to
the server are automatically clustered into hierarchical
events. The fully indexed collection consists of a list

of hierarchical trees where each non-leaf node is an
event node, and each leaf node is a media item (i.e.,
image or video clip) that was captured during the
given parent event. The event hierarchy has three
event levels: Super-Events, Events, and Sub-Events.
Metadata such as capture date and time are widely
used for event clustering (e.g., [10, 5]). Kodak’s
algorithm for hierarchical event clustering consists of
time-based clustering using EXIF timestamp data for
identifying Events and an algorithmically derived
measure of image similarity to identify Sub-Events
[9]. The time-based clustering component uses a
multi-tiered two-means calculation, where the
collection is repeatedly divided by time differences,
based on a two-means separation. If no timestamp data
is available, only image similarity is used. SuperEvents are formed by analyzing time differences
between adjacent Events and joining them when a
threshold has been met. Super-Events accommodate
multiday events such as vacations. Currently, the
children of an event node are either all event nodes or
all media nodes. Figure 2 presents some sample
hierarchical event trees.
Top-level events do not have an event node parent
while bottom-level events do not have any event node
children. A top-level event can thus be either an Event
with no Super-Event parent or a Super-Event. A
bottom-level event can be an Event with no Sub-Event

child nodes or a Sub-Event. Users can view their
collection by selecting to view top-level or bottomlevel events.

layout that provides a familiar “light table”-like format
for fast visual scanning and reviewing of events. Users
can opt to display the event thumbnails in forward or
reverse chronological order.

4.2

Figure 2: Sample hierarchical event trees.
Each event node has a corresponding thumbnail
image representing it. The thumbnail is selected based
on algorithmic technical image value ratings of all
media descendants of that event. Technical value
ratings are derived from computations of objective
technical image quality parameters including the edge
gradient for edges in the image and the estimated
contrast for the main subject regions in the image.

4. Visualization layouts
Users can opt to display event image thumbnails
within the visualization area in a grid or spiral layout
(see Figure 1, features G and A).

4.1

Grid view layout

History spiral view layout

As an alternative to a grid layout, the Reminiscing
View incorporates the use of an Archimedes spiral for
visually summarizing a user’s collection by event.
Previous research has demonstrated the utility of an
Archimedes spiral for visualizing a sequence of
temporal data [4, 14]. [4] uses the continuous spiral to
display monthly sales. The spiral is also useful to
emphasize a group of data with special importance.
[14] uses a spiral to visualize a number of search
results in a feature-based image database. In [14],
given an input image, all similar images are retrieved
from the database and the best-matched result is
placed with a larger size in the center of the spiral. In
such cases, the order and size of the objects placed
along a spiral reflect their importance, giving users a
better and more intuitive understanding of data.
In our spiral layout, event image thumbnails are
placed along a spiral in chronological order, one
thumbnail per event, starting from the center of the
spiral. As in the grid view layout, each image
thumbnail represents an event node. The layout of
event image thumbnails along the spiral is computed
by the Archimedes Spiral Equation so that every
image is properly placed and the whole spiral is
neither sparse nor crowded. The position of an image
is determined by its size and order in the spiral. More
specifically, the following method is used to calculate
the location of each image on the spiral:

Spiral equation in polar coordinates : r = kα + r0
Initialization : α = 0, r0 = avg. image diagonal length, k = 5 × r0

Figure 3: Grid view with a simple zoom-in.
A sample screenshot of the grid layout of the
Reminiscing View is presented in Figure 3. The grid
layout chronologically displays event image
thumbnails (one image per event) in a uniform grid
format. Each cell of the grid is the same size and each
event image thumbnail is centered within an individual
cell of the grid. A grid layout is a space-efficient

(assumes k < 1; image diagonal length is thus also < 1, normalized for screen area)
Iteration: For each image i , its center is decided by polar coordinate ( ri , θi ), where :
ri = kα + r0

β = Imagei diagonal length / ri
θi = α + β / 2
(All angles (α , β , θi ) are expressed in radians.)
α =α + β
End For

5. User interactions
5.1

Zoom and pan viewing options

Using options available via feature C of Figure 1,
users can zoom out on the visualization area to see all
thumbnails of the spiral or grid layouts at once or
zoom in on a section of the whole view to enlarge a
subset of thumbnails. When zoomed in such that not
all event image thumbnails are visible, users can pan
the visualization area by pressing and holding the left
mouse button within the visualization area and freely
drag the current view in the desired direction. By
leveraging the graphics hardware for these features,
zooming and panning can be performed smoothly
without any screen flicker.

5.2

Event order and level

Using options available via feature B of Figure 1,
users can display event image thumbnails in reverse or
forward chronological order, based on capture date
and time. It is intuitive for some people to display the
most recent images first in the grid view or in the
center of the spiral, while others may prefer reverse
chronological order, so both features are provided. By
default, the spiral layout displays the most recent event
image thumbnails in the center and as relatively larger
in size in comparison to older events.
Users can opt to view either top-level or bottomlevel events in the main visualization area. Top-level
event thumbnails are displayed by default. Users can
switch between top- and bottom-level browsing by
clicking on the corresponding radio button.

5.3

states of left-clicking on thumbnails in the spiral
layout.

Figure 4: Zoom-in-context animation.
Users can right-click an enlarged thumbnail to
restore it to its original size. Each thumbnail that is
left-clicked remains enlarged until it is reset via rightclick or until all thumbnails are reset via the Reset
View button (see feature D of Figure 1). Allowing
users to enlarge several event thumbnails provides
them with strong visual markers for highlighting
possible events of interest. This visual emphasis might
also encourage users to reminisce and share.
If desired, users can “Expand All” thumbnails at
once via an Expand All button. This has the same
effect as if the user had left-clicked each thumbnail to
expand it individually. This option provides a kind of
collage effect of the user’s collection (see Figure 5).

Event node interactions

A smooth animation of focus+context is
supported when users hover or left-click an event
thumbnail with the mouse. When a user hovers the
cursor over an event thumbnail, the thumbnail is
slightly enlarged and highlighted by an orange border,
and the date corresponding to that event is displayed
below the thumbnail. Figures 1 and 3 show examples
of a highlighted event thumbnail in the spiral and grid
layouts, respectively. Once the user moves the mouse
outside the highlighted thumbnail, that thumbnail
returns to its previous state.
When users left-click an event image thumbnail in
the spiral layout, an animation smoothly enlarges the
thumbnail to an accentuated size and slides subsequent
images along the spiral path to make enough room for
the enlarged event thumbnail. In addition, all child
media of the clicked event are displayed in a separate
details area. Figure 4 depicts sample before and after

Figure 5: “Expand all” view of “travel” group.

5.4

Full-size image viewing

In the original prototype, users could only view
thumbnails of media. Based on user request, we now
also display media in high resolution. Users can click
on any image or video clip in the details area to
display a corresponding high-resolution version in the
center, over the main visualization area (see Figure 6).
Clicking on the full-size asset closes it. Full-size assets
provide more emotional impact than their thumbnail
counterparts and may potentially enhance reminiscing.

Figure 6: Full-size image viewing.

5.5

WiiTM Remote (Wiimote) interface

Browsing images on a personal computer and
individual computer monitor is more of a “lean
forward” experience, most conducive to viewing by a
single person or by a very small number of people.
Many users want to experience and share their pictures
in a social setting in a more casual, “lean back”
manner. Although commercial solutions are currently
available for viewing photos in the living room setting
(e.g., WiiTM photo viewer, Apple TV®, etc.), these
solutions tend to focus more on viewing slideshows
rather than improving browsing efficiency over a large
collection. We incorporated a Wii Remote (Wiimote)
remote control interface to support a “lean back”
experience. While we have not formally tested this
interface with users, we have had positive responses to
the interface during informal demonstrations.
A Wiimote is a remote controller to the Nintendo
Wii gaming console. As a standard Bluetooth®
device, a Wiimote can easily be connected to a
Bluetooth enabled PC. For our Wiimote interface,
each Wiimote button was mapped to a corresponding
system action and response. This mapping provides
access to the core functionality of the system,
including resetting the view, switching between grid
and spiral layouts, zooming in and out, panning up and
down, hovering the cursor over event thumbnails,
selecting an event, and expanding all thumbnails. In
the future, we plan to expand the Wiimote
functionality by leveraging its accelerometer features
and/or by directly supporting pointing with the
Wiimote.

6. Filter and search
6.1

Month-year filter

A month-year widget is provided for filtering the
visualization display to only show events from a
selected month and/or year. This widget provides
quick and easy access to users’ collections by month
and/or year in a way that complements event
clustering and also maps naturally to users’ photo-

taking habits. Although users may capture more
everyday photos, their capture habits are still heavily
driven by events such as special occasions or
celebrations (e.g., holidays, birthdays, weddings) as
well as other annual events (e.g., vacations, festivals,
seasonal events). When probed, participants in our
user study were pretty confident that they could
identify the month and year of their events. Sample
selections using the month-year widget are presented
in Figure 7. The widget consists of a set of bar charts.
A separate bar chart is provided for each year and any
bar in a chart represents the month of that given year.
The bar height indicates the relative number of items
captured during that month-year period. When users
view by top-level event, the bar indicates the number
of top-level events captured during that month-year.
Year bar charts are vertically stacked, with the most
recent year on top. Four years are in view at once and
users can scroll up and down to see other years.

(a) Year=2005 selected

(b) Month=Oct selected

Figure 7: Month-Year filter widget.
The widget can be used to:
select events from a specific month-year by
clicking on an individual bar,
• select events from a specific year by clicking on
the corresponding year label (see Figure 7a), or
• select events from a specific month over all of the
years by clicking on a month label (see Figure
7b).
Users can hold down the ctrl-key and click on any
bar, year, or month to add it to their current selection.
When users hover over a bar, month, or year label,
tool tip text is displayed to summarize total values. For
example, Figure 7a shows 39 events in 2005, while
Figure 7b indicates 34 events in October over all
years.
The advantage of the month-year widget is that it
not only provides date-based access to users’
collections, it also allows them to easily select cross
•

sections of time in a way that maps naturally to their
capture habits. That is, the widget provides support for
reminiscing over recurring annual events. For
example, finding a child’s birthday celebration over
the years is quick and easy with the month-year widget
and does not require manual labeling by the user nor
sophisticated algorithms from the system.

6.2

Filter by sharing groups

The Kodak server supports the creation of sharing
groups. Users can create a new group of people or join
an existing group. They can share media and events
from their collection to that group or any other group
to which they belong. The Reminiscing View supports
viewing of existing events shared to groups to which
the user currently belongs. Users can simply select a
group from a drop-down list (see Figure 1, feature D)
and the visualization area is automatically updated to
only display items shared to that group (see Figure 5).
These can be events from the user’s personal media
collection, or events that have been shared to that
group from another group member’s media collection.

6.3

Keyword search

Another way for users to filter their collection is
through keyword search. As described in Section 2,
events are automatically tagged with American-based
holidays and images are automatically tagged with
overall scene content information (e.g., tags such as
sky, water, or indoor). The Reminiscing View
supports searching for particular events by tag and/or
date range.

7. User study
7.1

Subjects and photo collections
Table 1: Participants’ photo collections

ID
U1
U2
U3
U4
U5
U6
U7

Time
span
20032007
20042007
20002007
20032007
20042006
20042007
20002007

# of
# of
images events

# of
Avg
sub- images /
events event

Gender

858

68

310

12.62

male

661

45

242

14.69

female

3918

202

1512

19.4

female

798

98

253

8.14

female

1210

68

318

17.79

male

344

18

120

19.11

female

531

47

207

11.3

female

Five female and two male users were externally
recruited to participate in a user study of a preliminary
version of the Reminiscing View. The users ranged in
age from 20 to 50 and were compensated for their
participation. The version of the system used for
testing did not yet include the month-year selection
widget, full-size image viewing, or Wiimote interface.
In addition, users could view by event or sub-event
level versus by top- and bottom-level events. During
user testing, subjects used the Reminiscing View to
browse their own personal image and video-clip
collections (see Table 1). These collections were
uploaded to the server prior to the user sessions.

7.2

Methodology

Users were individually tested and spent one to
two hours participating in the study. The variation in
time spent was primarily due to the size of a user’s
collection as well as the open-ended browsing portion
of the session. User sessions consisted of the following:
• Event sorting: users sorted all of their Events into
one of four user-specified sharing groups.
• Documentation review: description of key system
features and a summary sheet similar to Figure 1.
• Training: series of simple tasks, which stepped
users through system features and options. A test set
of about 1100 images was used during training.
• Unstructured exploration of personal collections:
users freely explored their own collection with the
system, given the caveat that they should try
browsing with both the grid and spiral view layouts.
• Post-survey: written survey consisting of user
ratings and open-ended questions.
• Informal interview: used to clarify and follow up on
any open-ended comments from the survey or noted
during the testing session.
Event sorting allowed us to (a) simulate the type
of sharing that users might do, and (b) explore the
potential value of being able to browse a collection by
sharing group. During testing, reference to
“reminiscing” was not used, in order to avoid possibly
biasing users.

7.3

Results and discussion

The focus of the user study was to (1) evaluate
system ease of use for users to browse their own
collections and (2) probe users on the utility of a spiral
layout as an overview of their collection and if the
spiral influenced sharing. In addition to feedback on
these areas, users also provided other insights that
have already influenced design iteration and will also
influence future work. Key findings include:

• Spiral and grid layout both easy to use: users rated
the ease-of-use of each layout on a scale of 1 to 7,
with 7 = “very easy to use.” Average ratings for
spiral and grid layouts were 5.3 and 5.5,
respectively, with no statistical difference.
• Spiral layout provides insights for some users:
while the spiral layout did not reveal new
information to all users, it did for some of them
(e.g., noticing missing events, finding forgotten
photos, identifying different segments of a
collection).
• Potential for sharing recognized: although users
were not interested in sharing a screen capture of the
spiral layout, some users were interested in sharing
images or events directly from within the system via
various sharing mechanisms (e.g., email, sending a
Web link, posting to a blog, posting to a social
network). One user wanted to share the whole
system and her collection so that “people can easily
browse your images without having to know what
the folders are called or where they are located.”
• Filtering by sharing group is useful: all users felt it
was useful to filter their collection by sharing group.
• Event level viewing is preferred: all users preferred
viewing by Events over Sub-Events.
• Thumbnail size matters: some users complained
about the event thumbnail size being too small.
• More thumbnails are not necessarily better: trying
to optimize the balance between maximizing the
number of visible thumbnails, maximizing the size
of thumbnails, and minimizing the amount of user
interactions for browsing can be challenging.
While both layouts were rated easy to use, two
users rated the spiral layout higher, three users rated
the grid layout higher, and two users rated the layouts
the same in terms of ease-of-use. The ratings along
with users’ open-ended comments indicate the value
of providing multiple layout options to users. Users’
comments also indicate that different layouts might be
more suitable for different user goals (e.g., searching
versus serendipity and reminiscing).
We attribute users’ preference for Events versus
Sub-Events to two key factors: (1) on average, the
number of sub-events in users’ collections is about
five times the number of events; (2) no visual cues are
provided to indicate which sub-events belong together.
In the current version, users can quickly reduce the
number of thumbnails displayed by filtering via the
month-year widget; this function was not available
during user testing. Visual cues such as colored
borders or spacing could be used to visually cluster
sub-events together. We plan to add this in the future.
Previous work on zoom+context interfaces for
image collections emphasize that many more mini
thumbnail images can be presented to the user on one

screen than without zoom+context, since users can
simply mouse over the mini thumbnails or zoom the
canvas to enlarge them (e.g., see [3, 8]). Comments
from users emphasized that although zoom+context
does help, visual scanning is still faster than
alternative mouse interactions. A separate user study
should be conducted to better understand preferred
image thumbnail size for optimal visual scanning. The
results of such a study could then be leveraged to
improve our current layouts, suggest default zoom
levels, and possibly lead to new layouts.
Although the Reminiscing View makes use of
graphics hardware to smoothly display a large number
of images on a single screen, that does not mean we
should do so. Simply displaying hundreds of
thumbnails is not always a good solution. Although
zooming and panning the visualization area are
supported, users still prefer to keep as many visible
and distinguishable items within the viewing area as
possible. As users’ collections continue to grow in
size, filtering becomes more critical for selecting items
of interest. The current version of the system
incorporates filtering by month and year (see Section
6.1), which nicely aligns with users’ capture habits.

8. Related work
We refer to our system as the “Reminiscing
View” because our goal was to provide users with an
event-based visual summary of their media collection
that allows them to review past activities or reminds
them of something interesting from the past. [16]
shows a summary of personal emails in a particular
period that reminds users of whom they communicated
with in that time span. [15] displays organized digital
collections that may lead to meaningful storytelling. [2]
describes a tool for sharing photo-narratives. Our
system also provides opportunities for users to review,
recall, and rediscover. By quickly browsing events
along a spiral timeline, users can find which events
happened when and may recognize what is missing.
The Reminiscing View visualizes users’
collections based on hierarchical event clusters.
Although other systems such as PhotoTOC [10] and
TimeQuilt [8] also visualize users’ collections using
event clustering, the Reminiscing View has several
key features that distinguish it from previous related
work. In particular, the Reminiscing View supports
hierarchical events, provides a month-year widget for
quick temporal filtering and display of periodic trends,
enables filtering based on sharing group, and
incorporates a spiral layout for serendipitous
browsing.
Some photo organization systems leverage other
types of metadata for clustering media from users’

collections. For example, systems may use
geographical data to group photos and create
summaries [1, 17], or users’ existing file and folder
organization from the operating system [3], or even
face recognition [11]. We chose to focus our system
on event clustering because it is a common way that
users think about their collection [12]. However, in
addition to the “what” and “when” of their collection,
users are also interested in the “who” and “where.”
Thus, these types of data should not be ignored. In the
future, we plan to explore different ways in which
such data could be leveraged for summarizing
collections and supporting reminiscing.

9. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we described the Reminiscing View,
a new visualization system for browsing consumerbased photo and video-clip collections by hierarchical
event. Our user study showed that most users found
the system easy to use, although some users preferred
the spiral layout over the grid layout and vice versa.
The spiral layout also revealed new information to
some users, such as reminding them about photos they
had forgotten or indicating times when they had
forgotten to capture photos. The user study validated
the value of being able to filter a collection based on
sharing group and identified user preference for
viewing their collection by events over sub-events.
Results of the user study were used as input to
iterating the system design. The current version now
incorporates an updated screen layout to enhance
spiral and details viewing, a month-year widget for
efficient month- and year-based filtering (which is also
aligned with users’ capture habits), full-size image
viewing for greater emotional impact, and a Wiimote
interface for using the system in a social, “lean back”
environment.
In the future, we plan to conduct user studies on
the current system as well as studies related to more
detailed issues (e.g., identifying preferred thumbnail
size for optimal visual scanning). We also plan to
apply and evaluate our basic approach to different
types of data hierarchies in addition to event
hierarchies (e.g., location-based hierarchies). We
believe that such studies could lead to new insights
related to collection summaries and reminiscing.
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